Overview
The Motor Limit Tool is used to program the limits, operating direction and preset stops for individual or networks of Draper intelligent motors.

Features
- Can be connected to an individual motor or to the network to program all motors at once.
- LCD display gives feedback to the user to make the process easier.
- Motor limits and stops can be copied and pasted to other motors in the network.
- Allows the user to factory reset the network back to the default state.

Technical Specifications - Motor Limit Tool
- Material: ABS plastic
- Operating Temp: Ambient
- Dimensions: 5 ¼" x 2 ¾" x 1 ¼"
- 131 x 73 x 28mm
- Shipping Weight: 1 lb. 0.45 kg
- Indoor Use Only

For info on other I/O compatible products, visit draperinc.com.

For low voltage wiring requirements, Draper recommends consulting with a professional low voltage electrical contractor. All low voltage wiring must be run separately from line voltage wiring.